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Towards the end of the eighth century, as the Frankish Empire under Charlemagne spread eastwards, Alcuin wrote an account of the Anglo-Saxon missionary Willibrord that celebrated God’s support for both Frankish expansion and Carolingian rule. When Willibrord failed to make headway against the inveterate paganism of the Frisians and Danes, Alcuin declared that he returned “to the chosen people of the Franks” in the words of C.H. Talbot’s standard and widely used English translation of the Life of Willibrord. But Alcuin actually wrote ad electos a Deo populos regni Francorum: Willibrord went “to the peoples of the Frankish kingdom, chosen by God”. Talbot’s translation reflects the assumption, common in scholarship from the first half of the twentieth century onwards, that the Carolingian Franks considered themselves to be the New Israel, God’s own chosen people. Such claims to ethnic election came to be seen as nigh universal amongst the barbarians of the post-Roman West, references to the New Israel becoming a topos in the historiography of the Anglo-Saxons, Visigoths, and Irish, amongst others, as well as that of the Franks. “The political education of European peoples recommenced in the aftermath of Rome's fall with the simple but explosive idea that God might single out a distinct culture for His special favour … .”

This article challenges the use of the New Israel topos. It argues not only that the texts, like Alcuin’s Life of Willibrord, which utilise language of “chosenness” and references to Old Testament Israel to describe contemporary peoples were not trumpeting the exclusive divine favour of one ethnic group, but that, in fact, they were asserting participation in the universal Church. The plural “chosen peoples” reminds us that Alcuin did not limit God’s election to any one ethnic group. Even eastern pagans were not excluded from God’s grace: in Alcuin’s verse Life, God gave Willibrord some souls from these peoples as proof that his mission was
not pointless; very soon in the story Willibrord returned east to make the Frisians, now conquered by Charles Martel, “sons of the living God”, having previously not been God’s people. This obviously justified Carolingian expansion and linked ideas of divine election with participation in the regnum Francorum, but in a manner which emphasised the spread of election, not its exclusive possession. Through Willibrord’s preaching heathens within the Frankish kingdom became “God’s new people”, that is, Christians. Alcuin incorporated the history of Old Testament Israel into his account, quoting Hosea 1.10, but applied its Israelite reference to the Frisians, not the Franks. A traditional reading of Alcuin’s language in terms of the Franks as the chosen people effaces the significance of Christian universalism in the text.

My argument builds on the scholarship of the past generation which has increasingly questioned the validity of the New Israel topos. In the 1990s a special issue of Early Medieval Europe revealed the complexity of early medieval engagement with the Old Testament. Mary Garrison argued in 2000 that the Frankish identification with the New Israel happened later, more slowly, and less completely than usually assumed; she followed this up in 2006 with an article which questioned the entire validity of applying to the early Middle Ages the idea of ethnic election, a post-Reformation development in Christian political thinking. Very recently, Gerda Heydemann and Walter Pohl concluded that “no consistent ideology of divine election of the Franks emerged in the Carolingian period”. Re-assessment of non-Frankish sources lags behind, but in 2014 George Molyneaux argued strongly against the assumption that the Anglo-Saxons had a widespread idea of themselves as God’s elect.

Notwithstanding this surge in critical attention, the New Israel topos remains common in literature on the early Middle Ages. Carolingian Frankish self-identification with the New Israel, with Alcuin’s Life of Willibrord occasionally cited as evidence, continued to appear in
important scholarship after Garrison’s 2000 article, which has indeed been cited to support the argument it aimed to critique. A recent important study of Old English verse translations of the Old Testament accepts that the Anglo-Saxon poets sought “to claim the status of ‘choseness’ for their own gens Anglorum as God’s newly appointed Israel”, despite presenting plenty of evidence showing the prevalence of New Testament ideas of universal election in the poetry. The weight of scholarly tradition has clearly not been overturned by the recent critiques. Historians of the early medieval West still use the term “New Israel” to describe an ideology of exclusive ethnic election, even though it does not appear in sources from the early medieval west. It seems worthwhile, consequently, to return to the issue of what writers in the early Middle Ages intended when they used the frequently misunderstood language of chosenness and Israel.

While this article focuses on texts with close connections to lay elites from the Carolingian period, it is intended as an example of how we can question the applicability of the New Israel topos in general. The idea that early medieval peoples believed themselves to be the chosen people seems to have emerged in Carolingian scholarship before being exported into the literature on other groups. Obviously, every text from the early medieval west which used the language of chosenness or Israel did so in a unique context, deserving of individual attention to be fully understood – nonetheless, a survey of the key Carolingian material provides a useful way to critique the New Israel topos as a whole. Historians have not always been clear or consistent by what they mean by the terminology of chosen peoples and New Israels, fuelling some of the recent debates about its validity. I try to capture a wide variety of possible meanings in this article by exploring three in turn: God’s election of a single ethnic group as the recipients of his grace; divine favour for one ethnic group to conquer and subjugate others; the replacement of Old Testament Israel by an early medieval people. I argue, in all these cases, that Carolingian texts used the language of chosenness and Israel
within a cultural framework which linked it to ideas of the universal Church and supra-ethnic Christianity. That framework had more influence on the imagination of the early medieval west than scholarly references to chosen peoples and New Israels suggest.

This article builds, of course, on many years of scholarly debate on ethnicity in the early medieval west. When I speak of ethnic identities in this article, I refer to identities defined by an ethnonym, such as “Frank” or “Goth”. Such identities were fluid. Not everyone in the early Middle Ages meant the same thing when they called someone a Frank; they might be stressing (imagined) biological descent or political loyalty to the Frankish king. Religion, of course, might be one basis by which ethnic identities were defined (which does not mean that there was no difference between religious and ethnic identities): to be perceived as a Goth it might have been necessary to follow catholic Christianity, for instance. Regardless of the shifting realities described by ethnonyms, the contemporary perception would have been that these were “distinctive groups … constituted by an ingrained common nature”. The New Israel topos tends to assume that early medieval language of election and Israel formed an ethnic discourse, celebrating one such “distinctive group” as chosen by God; this article argues that that was very frequently not the case. New Israel language was an ecclesiological discourse emphasising participation in the universal Church – not a rejection of ethnicity, but an alternative means of identification which sometimes proved more advantageous.

Ethnic Election

Alcuin certainly spoke of peoples, ethnic groups, being chosen by God in the Life of Willibrord; but the very fact that he used the plural implies that he meant something different to the ethnocentric connotations of an exclusive link to the divine that the idea of a chosen people has for the modern reader. Alcuin simply used the common early medieval language which spoke of salvation coming to nations rather than individuals, reflective of the patristic
claim that the universal spread of Christianity was fulfilled by the faith reaching all peoples collectively, rather than every single person individually. Exegetes interpreted Christ’s order in Matthew 28.19 to preach the Gospel to every creature as a command to spread the faith to every “nation of the gentiles”. The fact that Christianity preached that God’s election had been extended from the single people of Israel to all the nations of the earth, the gentes, did give an eschatological significance to ethnic identities and Walter Pohl has convincingly argued that the increasing popularity of ethnic terminology in defining and legitimising political communities in the post-Roman world may in part be explained by the power of the biblically inspired idea of the calling of the gentiles. Ethnic identities were not incompatible with Christian universalism.

Nor however did they trump it. It is not to appeal to any ahistorical “true Christianity” to point out that, throughout early medieval theology, the catholicity, that is the universality, of the Church established it as the true vehicle of the elect. Only heretics would claim that salvation was limited to members of their own ethnically limited community and such claims to exclusive chosenness were foisted on doctrinal opponents as a smear in the case of the Donatists in North Africa, Homoians/Arians in Iberia, and those clinging to traditional Easter dating systems in the Insular world. While traditional historiography described the Homoian communities of Visigothic Spain and Ostrogothic Italy as self-consciously, and narrowly ethnic, Gothic churches, Robin Whelan has shown them to have held a “catholic” worldview which asserted the universality of the true Church. Hence, while biblical language might have helped justify ethnic identities, when encased in the patristic interpretation with which it reached medieval readers it grounded the salvation of an ethnic group in its Christian and ecclesiastical identities. Franks might be saved as Franks, converted and baptised collectively, but they were a “holy nation” because Christian.
Having appreciated this, we can profitably re-read sources from the Carolingian era which have been thought to express ideas about Frankish ethnic election. The papal letters to the Carolingian rulers gathered in the *Codex Carolinus*, for instance, occasionally apply the language of Old Testament Israel to the Frankish elite, who are also associated with the “holy nation” of Exodus 19.6 and 1 Peter 2.9 (in the latter the terminology applied to all gentile Christians); this has been seen as a deliberate appeal by the popes to the contemporary Frankish self-identification as the New Israel.\(^{30}\) When Stephen III wrote (in 770) to Charlemagne and Carloman to warn them off entering a marriage alliance with the Lombards, he reminded them that they were “a holy nation, a kingly priesthood” – the ethnic superiority of the Franks over the Lombards was seemingly grounded in their election as a New Israel. Close examination of the letter suggests something rather more complicated. Certainly, Stephen deployed a virulent ethnic discourse, praising the Franks, dehumanizing the Lombards, and alluding to the Old Testament in his warning of the dangers of miscegenation:

… we learn that many (as we are taught by the history of divine scripture) deviated from the mandates of God through an unjust bond with a foreign nation and sank into great sin. For it is great stupidity (as is utterly right to say), most excellent sons, great kings, that your illustrious people of the Franks, which shines forth above all peoples, and the so splendid and most noble offspring of your royal power should be polluted (which God forbid) by the faithless and most foul people of the Lombards, which is by no means counted in the number of the peoples/gentiles, and from whose nation the stock of lepers is certainly born.\(^{31}\)

The pope certainly gestured to the disastrous effects of foreign marriages in the Old Testament and Israelite horror at alien women;\(^{32}\) he also hinted that the Lombards might be so foul as to be denied the possibility of salvation – but he could only do this by excluding them from the number of the gentiles, not from Israel. The Christian theological framework
in which he wrote limited the extent to which Stephen could push the link between Israel and the Franks in terms of election. As the letter continued, Stephen introduced the argument that Charlemagne and Carloman could not abandon their existing wives, interweaving the horror of miscegenation with that of polygamy, before turning to concentrate on Christian marriage ethics:

For it is wicked ... to take wives other than those who originally it was determined you would take. It is not appropriate that so great a sin be done by you, who possess the law of God and censure others not to do such things. Pagan peoples do these kinds of things; God forbid that you do it, you, who are perfectly Christian and a “holy nation and royal priesthood”. Recall and reflect that you have been sanctified with a heavenly blessing by the holy oil of anointing through the hands of St Peter's representative; you ought to beware that you are not implicated in such great guilt.33

Charlemagne and Carloman’s divine election has nothing to do with their being Franks (foreign women are unmentioned on either side of the key scriptural quotation) but has everything to do with their being good Christians. Raising the issue of Christian identity allowed Stephen to slide neatly, via the implicit importance of baptism, to the Carolingians’ anointing at papal hands, derived from baptismal anointing.34 This was key to the overall argument of the letter as it pointed out the insecurity of the Frankish rulers’ election, dependant on ongoing subjection to Christian moral norms as policed by the pope; Stephen ended the letter with a warning that Charlemagne and Carloman could find themselves denied the kingdom of God, and membership of “God’s elect”, unless they followed the pope’s advice.35 Recent scholarship on the Codex Carolinus has shown that popes were rather more limited in their celebration of the Franks in the mid-eighth century than was once assumed.36 As a pope trying to keep the Carolingians on a tight leash, Stephen utilized both an ethnic
discourse of Frankish excellence and Lombard filth and a separate ecclesiological discourse, where Frankish election was insecure and dependent on membership of a papally controlled Christian community.

One might suppose that sources produced with close connections to the Carolingian court would give a different perspective, but although Gerd Tellenbach identified just such a text, the Gellone Sacramentary’s mass for an army marching to war, as the clearest expression of the Franks’ chosen status, he recognised that the Frankish identification as the New Israel could never be exclusive. The Sacramentary probably became the property of Charlemagne’s kinsman Count William of Toulouse, having been made for Bishop Hildoard of Cambrai, himself closely associated with Carolingian liturgical reforms. The mass parallels the army going to war with the Israelites and speaks of it as both elect and Frankish, but does so with an awareness that it speaks on behalf of the universal Church; it is the Christian identity of the Franks that justifies their divine aid:

Grant, O Lord, light to your army going into darkness; may you strengthen the will of [the army] advancing, and just as you granted the defence of security to Israel hastening out of Egypt, so give an angel, creator of light, to your predestined people going into battle … The holy Church, spread everywhere by the majesty of the Father, is always ruled and governed by the undivided Trinity, true God of one power, and now oppressed by the torments of the barbarian peoples it groans in the valley of tears on behalf of its members … But may the triumphant, strengthened by the company of your like powers, assign glory to you, Lord, when you protect the Frankish people, most faithful of the Christian faith, when you lay low the army of infidel peoples by your power …
A repeated stress on the infidel nature of the army’s enemies probably reflects the context of the Sacramentary’s creation, when Charlemagne fought against Iberian Muslims.\textsuperscript{40} The major stress of the mass, consequently, falls on the protagonists’ Christian, rather than ethnic, identity; it requests the divine aid that was given to the Israelites, to David and to Gideon, for the king and army of the Franks because they are predestined as excellent Christians fighting back against the forces of the unbelievers that threaten the universal Church. This is not to set Frankish and Christian identities against each other. If the Gellone Sacramentary reflects the ideas of the Carolingian elite,\textsuperscript{41} then it shows their pride in being both Frankish and Christian – indeed their Frankish pride derives from the Christian faith of the Franks. Consequently, the mass does not conflate election with Frankishness: the ‘predestined people’ and the \textit{Francorum gens} are one, but they are not actually the same. The Carolingian owners of the Sacramentary knew that they belonged to a Church spread throughout the world – indeed, they may very well have grounded their claims to Frankish dignity on the leadership rule their military activities accorded them within that Church.

\textit{Empire and Church}

The Sacramentary utilised the biblical image of Israel and the idea of the universal Church to promote a political end in support of Carolingian expansion, just as Alcuin did in the \textit{Life of Willibrord}. Both texts clearly associated Frankish political power with Christianity and divine favour – even if neither ever stated that Franks had any exclusive claim to that favour. In that respect, the Gellone Sacramentary and the \textit{Life of Willibrord} fit into a wide pool of texts, presenting eighth-century Carolingian propaganda, which have often been seen in terms of the New Israel \textit{topos}. Recent research has emphasised the extent to which the ideology underlying this propaganda changed over time, in response to changes in Carolingian power that led to the increased salience of traditional ideas associated with the late antique Roman Empire. Kantorowicz’s memorable claim that the Franks saw themselves “as the continuators
of Israel’s exploits” rather than “as the heirs of pagan Rome” ignored the fact that the Carolingian regime increasingly defined itself in terms borrowed from Christian Rome.42

Certainly, around the middle of the eighth century, religion and ethnicity were being combined in materials aimed at an elite audience in a manner suggestive of a concerted effort to proclaim that the supporters of the Carolingian family (“the Franks”) enjoyed divine support in their wars of conquest. The most obvious example of this remains the infamous bombast of the mid-eighth-century prologue to Lex Salica with its strong suggestion that the Franks had always enjoyed God’s special favour, even before formal conversion. Joining the Christian community had not dramatically changed the fact that piety and might were ingrained in the nature of the Franks. The prologue unambiguously suggests an exceptional “chosen” status for an ethnically defined community, although any use of the Old Testament to do so remains faint.43

The glorious people of the Franks, founded by the authority of God, in war strong, in peace firm in alliance, in council profound, in body noble, in purity untainted, in beauty outstanding, brave, swift and fierce, immune from all heresy – having been [recently] converted to the Catholic faith; seeking, while they as yet held to barbarian rites, the key of wisdom by God’s inspiration, according to the nature of their custom, desiring justice, preserving piety. … Long live he who loves the Franks – may Christ guard their kingdom, may the light of his grace fill their rulers, may he protect the army, give them the protection of faith. … For this is the people who has been strong while mighty in force.44

The prologue mentions conversion to Christianity only in order to show how the Franks honoured the martyrs whom their enemies the Romans had brutally killed.45 The prologue was added to Lex Salica under King Pippin, probably around 764, against a background of
recent Carolingian expansion into regions (Aquitaine in particular) where local elites still emphasised their Roman identities; Pippin appealed here to a Frankish identity shared with those who had backed him, grounded in martial values and Christian devotion. The *Lex Salica* prologue presents an ethnic discourse related to that Stephen III utilized when he later wrote to Pippin’s children, but far more unusual in the way it makes religious identity subservient to ethnic identity. Similar links between the Franks and God appear around the same time (and emerging from similarly Pippinid circles) in the so-called continuation of Fredegar and may lie behind the vogue for introducing prayers for the “Empire of the Franks” in eighth-century liturgical manuscripts.

There was then an early Carolingian vogue for the kind of concept of chosenness which historians have often presented as central to the New Israel *topos*. In the long-term, however, this reading of Carolingian expansion rather fizzled out in Frankish sources: Charlemagne’s post-800 re-issue of *Lex Salica* dropped Pippin’s long prologue; from the late eighth century, Carolingian-connected annalists avoided emphasising the exclusive importance of the Franks, suggesting new attitudes in court circles; from the early ninth century, liturgical manuscripts included prayers for a general “Christian Empire” rather than the “Empire of the Franks”. Exclusionary uses of the idea of chosenness “had no place in a political system whose logic was inclusive, not divisive”; as Mayke de Jong has pointed out, by the end of the eighth century the language of universal Christianity proved more appropriate than that of a chosen people for the multi-ethnic polity which Charlemagne ruled. Certainly by the 790s, much Carolingian propaganda sought to celebrate God’s support for the dynasty as the upholders of catholic Christian orthodoxy, rather than as the leaders of one innately pious people.

Charlemagne’s own voice (ventriloquised by Theodulf of Orleans) declared that “we … are the spiritual Israel” in the *Opus Caroli*, written at court before 794 to attack the Byzantine Empire over the iconodule Second Council of Nicaea. The *Opus* clearly contested
Byzantine claims to enjoy God’s political favour, but it never relied on ethnic language when doing so – indeed the Franks are never mentioned in the body of the treatise. “Spiritual Israel” meant the universal Church of the gentiles, as its long tradition of patristic use reveals: “the spiritual Israel consists, not of one, but of all the peoples which were promised to the fathers in their seed, which is Christ. This spiritual Israel, therefore, is distinguished from the carnal Israel which is of one people, by novelty of grace, not by nobility of homeland, and by mind, not by people.”52 Theodulf here presented Charlemagne as speaking on behalf of the universal Church, as Alcuin also did around the same time in a letter from the king to the Iberian bishops involved in the adoptionist dispute: “Christian piety rejoices to extend the dual wings of divine and fraternal love over the wide expanse of the earth, so that it may cherish with maternal affection those it gave birth to by sacred baptism. And great is the joy of holy mother Church in the union of her children, that they might be reckoned as one who were redeemed by one … We declare that we guard and proclaim everywhere and in all things this orthodox faith, both handed down by the apostolic teachers and preserved by the universal Church.”53

Both Spanish adoptionism and Byzantine iconodulism were condemned at Charlemagne’s 794 Council of Frankfurt. The Opus Caroli went to some effort to denigrate the Second Council of Nicaea’s “universal” status and the Frankfurt Council was memorialized as a direct challenge to that.54 The organisation and supervision of an ecumenical council was, of course, a defining mark of late Roman imperial authority and Charlemagne’s religious propaganda in the early 790s seems to have been closely tied up with the suggestion that he had replaced the Christian emperors of late antiquity, whose sway was necessarily universal: Paulinus of Aquileia, in his account of 794, attributed the Roman imperial title “lord of the earth” to Charlemagne.55 The Opus Caroli presented, therefore, not a battle between Franks and Greeks for access to God’s special favour, nor a claim that the Franks have succeeded
Israel as the new chosen people, but rather suggested that the Carolingian monarchy defended “the churches of the whole world” against the arrogant “church of one region”.56

This Carolingian imperial turn had deep roots in western Europe. Tellenbach showed many decades ago that prayers for the Roman Empire entered into the liturgy through a conflation of the universalism of the empire and the universalism of Christianity – if the Franks were later to take the place of the Romans in the liturgy it was because they too took their place at the head of a multi-ethnic community of the faithful.57 The significance of such universalist ideas was often downplayed in twentieth-century historiography which saw ideals of empire as too abstract and clerical to have had much real impact; ideas of ethnic superiority, gentilismus, were deemed so innate in pre-modern societies that the post-Roman world must have seen the emergence of closed-minded political communities, defining themselves ethnically and claiming God’s favour for themselves.58 More recent work has shown that the ideal of a Christian empire did motivate Carolingian lay elites, lying, for instance, behind the grandiose claims for Charlemagne’s universal reach which a lay courtier like Einhard could make in the early ninth century.59

The Carolingians and their courtiers were not resurrecting such ideas from the dead; the ideal of a universal Christian empire had not disappeared from the Latin west between the fifth and eighth centuries. Frankish elites in the early seventh century felt the tug of an ongoing loyalty to this supranational body, still headed by an emperor in distant Constantinople: Stefan Esders has shown that around 630 the Merovingian Dagobert made a far-reaching treaty with the emperor Heraclius aimed at the military defeat of the Avars and the forced conversion of Jews that rested on an ideal of “the unity of a Christian world dominated by the Roman Empire.”60 This was one variant on a common theme: in the mid-sixth century, Theudebert I could claim a divinely favoured authority for himself by listing all the peoples God subjected to him “all the way to the ocean’s shores.”61 The imagery is Roman and imperial, here used
to assert status before the emperor Justinian, foreshadowing the *Opus Caroli*’s similar emphasis on the multi-ethnic and geographically wide nature of Charlemagne’s rule by listing people and places.  

This imperial rhetoric had been taken over by the Acts of the Apostles to represent the universality of the Church, and consequently by the early Middle Ages such lists signalled catholicity, as the lists of the origins of the bishops at Frankfurt in 794 undoubtedly did.  

Such rhetoric provided, therefore, a view of Carolingian society as grounded in ethnic diversity and ecclesial uniformity – both important in the contemporary political imagination.

The imperial turn in Carolingian ambitions did not require the complete abandonment of the *Lex Salica*’s ethnic discourse but did require its severe limitation. Writing for Louis the Pious in the late 820s, Ermoldus Nigellus echoed the statements of Pippin’s prologue when he declared that the Franks “conquer through God’s love, and they prevail through faith”, but his poem consistently praises Louis for his *pietas*, his devotion to a Christianity which is neither exclusively Frankish nor just an excuse for Carolingian expansion.  

Faced with the Moors of Barcelona, Louis declared: “If this people loved God and pleased Christ with the anointing of holy baptism, there would have to have been peace between us, and peace would have persisted, for we would have been united in the worship of God.”  

The emperor hesitated over attacking the faithless Breton ruler because “his people and ours share one faith. It can stop right here … let him bind himself to the Christian community in peace and faith.”  

Louis assured the Danes, to whom he sent missionaries, “that they do not have to yield their realms to me, for I seek only to enlighten one of God’s creatures.”  

Of course, Ermoldus’s portrayal of Louis is disingenuous, as the poem in fact details constant Frankish expansion under Carolingian rule; but the ideological grounding of that expansion has shifted significantly towards a commitment to Christian universalism. Flirtation with an image of the
Franks as an exclusive new Israel in Pippin’s reign gave way to celebration of their role in leading the Christian Empire: they enjoyed God’s favour, so that others could also.69

This change over time in how Carolingian political propaganda utilized the idea of chosenness was possible because old Roman ideas about universal empire continued to matter throughout the early middle ages – undoubtedly because they chimed with ecclesiological assumptions. But new ideas of political legitimacy came to join them, as from about the year 600 the use of the Old Testament in political rhetoric surged, with references to Israel increasingly common in western texts and rituals.70 By the eighth century Frankish elites well knew that the title of “holy nation, kingly priesthood, chosen people” had been that of Israel, long before it was applied to gentile peoples within the Church.71

The New Israel

Thanks to Willibrord’s preaching, Alcuin declared, those he converted became “God’s new people”. New, clearly, in contrast to God’s previous people, the prior populus of pre-incarnation Jews. Alcuin’s words remind us that Old Testament Israel was a constant presence when early medieval Christian thinkers talked about believers in their present day and that, as already pointed out, they did not use the phrase “New Israel”, so beloved of modern historians, when they did so. Most equivalent phrases (such as “true Israel”) simply meant the Church, as part of a general claim to Israelite status by Christians since the New Testament period that was increasingly disconnected from any actual Jewish reality.72 Nonetheless, the claim that some early medieval thinkers believed their ethnic community to be Israel’s replacement, its successor in the new dispensation, deserves consideration since so many sources do draw parallels between contemporary groups and the Old Testament chosen people.73
The question is what the use of such parallels means. One may doubt whether simply describing Franks in Old Testament terms implied that they “are not like the biblical Israel. They are the chosen people.” Carolingian writers displayed far too keen a sense of distance from biblical Israel for such straightforward acts of identification to take place. For instance, the much-cited reference to the Old Testament king Josiah in the *Admonitio generalis* of 789 explicitly emphasised distance: Charlemagne modelled himself on Josiah, “not that I hold myself equal to his holiness, but because the examples of the saints are always to be followed by us”. A Carolingian could imitate a Jewish king, as Garrison noted, without ever being equivalent to him. Nothing in the *Admonitio generalis* suggests that the idea of Israel as a chosen people was uppermost in court minds at the time it was written; as in the *Opus Caroli*, the Franks are never mentioned in the text, which is framed in entirely ecclesiological terms. Josiah was held up as a model in this case, not because of any elaborate underlying parallel between the *regnum Francorum* and the kingdom of Judah, but because of a specific point of resemblance between the Jewish king and Charlemagne: both rulers’ legislation on matters of cult. Whether Alcuin or Theodulf was responsible for the reference, the example followed is probably Bede, who had declared King Osred of Northumbria a “New Josiah” purely because of the monarchs’ similar ages. The image of Charlemagne as Josiah rested on fairly shallow foundations. The *Admonitio* expressed a pious sense of distance between the Old Testament model and the Frankish king and framed the comparison in Christian terms of saintly exemplarity; Israel, Jews, and chosen peoples went entirely unmentioned.

More explicit references to Israel show similar characteristics. Book 2 of Ermoldus Nigellus’s poem *In Praise of Louis* moves from an individual association between Louis the Pious and Solomon to a more general discussion of Israel as a model for the Frankish elite. When Louis and Pope Stephen IV met in 816, according to Ermoldus, the pope compared himself to the Queen of Sheba journeying to meet Solomon, before swiftly emphasising the
Christian emperor’s superiority to the Jewish king: Solomon “held to a shadow, whereas you [Louis] love the truth. … He governed only Israel, but you, in your piety, hold the kingdoms of Europe in your sway.” Next in the poem comes a long speech by Louis, which builds on the pope’s imagery by sketching out a history of Israel as the chosen people (apparently as a model for the Franks), before going on to locate that story within the narrative of Christian salvation history:

When Israel kept to the precepts of God and His teaching, it loved justice and gave just judgements, and as long as it loved God himself with a pious love and did not follow foreign customs but only the holy words of God, His power cast down foreign peoples before it; He gave it every advantage and took away all that was harmful. O happy is the people that follows the commands of God. … This people alone knew God … For the rest of the peoples kept the commands of the serpent; ignoring the creator, they followed the words of demons. Alas, Satan ruled over three-quarters of the world and subjugated the human race in his kingdom.

Israel was a chosen people at a particular (pre-redeption) moment in human history. Louis next took up the two points on which Pope Stephen had contrasted him with Solomon – Christianity (truth) vs. Judaism (shadow) and universality (Europe) vs. exclusivity (Israel) – and weaved them together in an account of the change Christ’s coming had wrought in the human condition that justified the existence and expansion of his (Christian) empire as the defender of the universal Church:

Still the Holy Father took mercy and sent the world the saving Word that He might save us. In His mercy He washed the world with His own blood … and gave us the name of Christians to keep. … through God’s gift, the whole world
now overflows with throngs of Christians and the faith of the church and there is no need for the Lord’s servants to be slaughtered in his name, since the name of Christ resounds everywhere in the world and the troop of unbelievers, who reject the teaching of the Lord, flee, driven away by the Christian spear.\textsuperscript{80}

Obviously, Ermoldus’s account reflects not the actual statements made in 816, but the ideology and use of Israel which the poet thought amenable to the imperial court in the late 820s. As an exiled suppliant, Ermoldus wished to present nothing controversial; as a one-time member of the Aquitanian court, he knew the ideas circulating in the very highest Carolingian circles.\textsuperscript{81} In those circumstances, one is struck that \textit{In Praise of Louis} makes such a cautious link between ninth-century Franks and Old Testament Israelites. Ermoldus stressed the distance between Christian present and Jewish past, and while he did assume that the Franks could learn from the history of Israel, he gave no hint that the Franks simply replaced Israel. Carolingian imperial ambitions were closely linked with their status as Christian, rather than Frankish, leaders: Louis ended his speech declaring, “I am the king of Christians”.\textsuperscript{82} Why, here as in the \textit{Admonitio}, has the identification with Israel been rather more circumscribed than the scholarly New Israel \textit{topos} would lead us to imagine?

Presumably because the context of closest identification between Israel and the present for most early medieval people was the Church and its ceremonies, like the church service where a Visigothic king preparing for battle heard the words of Deuteronomy 33.29: “Blessed Israel: Who is like you, O people, who is saved by the Lord, the shield of your help and the sword of your glory?”.\textsuperscript{83} In preaching, teaching, and the liturgy secular elites received the history of Israel only as part of the wider story of Christianity. Of course, by the ninth century Carolingian lay elites could often read the Bible for themselves,\textsuperscript{84} but their interpretations of it were not as unusual as might be imagined. Dhuoda’s fondness for the Psalms reflected her exposure to the liturgy, not any Frankish affinity with Israel, and her survey of numerological
symbolism in her Manual for her son reveals that she read scripture in the light of traditional patristic exegesis, with its emphasis on the Church and Christianity’s universality: Noah’s ark symbolised the Church in which the baptised are reborn; “In the number four are contained the four parts or the four columns of the world, according to which the Gospel is to be preached throughout the entire world.”

In such circumstances, identification with Israel came heavily laden with ecclesiological overtones and a salvation-history perspective grounded in the New Testament which emphasised difference from the Old Testament as well as closeness to it.

When Carolingian writers thought about Israel and election, consequently, they could not escape the New Testament lenses through which Christianity framed these issues – even if these problematised otherwise neat propagandistic uses of such ideas. For instance, in 871 Louis II sent a letter to the Byzantine emperor Basil, wherein Louis’s amanuensis, Anastasius Bibliothecarius, responded to Basil’s denial (in a letter now lost) of the validity of the Carolingian claim to the title “Emperor of the Romans”. Anastasius drew heavily on biblical statements concerning election to discuss whether the imperial title belonged to the ruler of Constantinople alone; since Basil had relied heavily on Old Testament imagery to legitimate his recent usurpation, Anastasius’s decision to draw this analogy between empire and biblical election may have been a deliberate piece of mockery.

In response to Basil’s claim that a Frank as one of the gentes could not be Roman emperor, Anastasius pointed to Psalm 2.8: “Ask of me, and I will give thee the gentiles (gentes) for thy inheritance.” Ethnic background had never determined whether one could be Roman emperor and certainly did not in the eyes of God who accepted those who fear him in every gens (Acts 10.35), including the Franks.

Eighty years after Theodulf wrote the Opus Caroli, Carolingian claims to divine favour continued to link the Franks with the gentiles, not Israel:

Therefore, just as God could raise up sons of Abraham from the rocks [Matthew 3.9], so he could raise up successors of the Roman empire from the hardness of
the Franks. And just as if we are Christians we are the seed of Abraham according to the Apostle [Galatians 3.29], so if we are Christians we can do through his grace all the things which those who are seen to be Christians can do. And just as we are the seed of Abraham through the faith of Christ, and the Jews ceased to be the sons of Abraham because of their treachery, likewise we received the rule of the Roman empire on account of our good belief, our orthodoxy; the Greeks ceased to be emperors of the Romans because of their cacadoxy, that is bad belief.  

While Israel itself does not provide the direct model for the Franks here, there are still elements supportive of a traditional understanding of the New Israel *topos*: election to empire has been transferred from the Byzantines to the Franks because of the religious superiority of the latter. But Anastasius had to tread carefully because Louis II’s aim in correspondence with Basil was not just to rebut the Constantinopolitan emperor’s claims about the Roman imperial title, but also to keep alive the possibility of a marital and military alliance with Byzantium against the Arab threat in southern Italy.  

The New Testament provided a means for Anastasius not only to proclaim the election of the Franks, but also to soften the Byzantine loss of election. Having just condemned the Byzantines as like the Jews, he next offered Basil an olive-branch by referring to the fact, well known to Carolingian writers, that the status of chosen people had not been permanently lost by the Jews. Anastasius deployed a truly remarkable rewriting of Paul’s discussion of the chosenness of Israel in Romans 11:

> But lest sadness might fill your heart, beloved brother, hear in what follows that God has not cast away his people which he foreknew [Romans 11.2]; I say then, have they so stumbled, that they should fall? God forbid [Romans 11.11]. But by their offence, our honour is made, and by their diminution, our fullness [cf. Romans 11.12]. For when the branches were broken, we were grafted onto them,
indeed when we were wild olives, we became henceforth partakers of the root and of the fatness of the [domesticated] olive [cf. Romans 11.17]. Therefore we say: the branches were broken so that we might be grafted on. Well: they were broken not for any other reason than unbelief, we however stand by faith [cf. Romans 11.19–20]. He who has ears for hearing, let him hear.  

Paul’s argument in Romans 11 was that Israel has not been denied God’s favour entirely or irrevocably; unbelief has meant that some Israelite branches have been broken off the olive tree of election and the gentiles grafted on in their place – but the election of the gentiles remains insecure and therefore the new chosen people should not boast over the old one, who will be restored to the fulness of favour at the end of time. Some of this Anastasius applied directly to the relations between Franks and Byzantines, some he tweaked in significant ways. On the one hand, Anastasius removed Paul’s warnings to the gentiles not to boast of their good fortune and changed the sense of *plenitudo* in Romans 11.12 from the fulness which will be achieved when all Israel converts to the Franks’ good fortune at the Byzantines’ expense. But he also implied that the Greeks had not been rejected by God and that their “cacodoxia” did not constitute an irredeemable fall; his final admonition to hear recalls Paul’s warning to the gentiles to be wary. The New Testament, in other words, both provided the basis for grounding anti-Byzantine polemic in the history of Israel, and for preventing that polemic going so far as to exclude the possibility of co-operation between the two emperors within the universal Church.

The texts surveyed in this section all used the imagery of Israel at different moments in Carolingian history, within very different contexts. What is striking is that none of them, closely connected with royal courts and written to satisfy the self-image of secular elites as they were, drew on this imagery in the way modern scholarly references to the New Israel *topos* would lead us to expect. All three situated the ideas of Israel and chosenness within a
framework shaped by an ecclesiology grounded in the New Testament that clearly militated against the straightforward claim that any *gens* was the New Israel.

**Conclusion**

The Carolingians did not think that the Franks were the chosen people or had replaced Old Testament Israel – at least not in any straightforward sense. They were not alone in that. Although within the limits of this article I have not been able to survey all the relevant evidence, when one sets comparable material from elsewhere in the early medieval west alongside Carolingian texts similar patterns emerge. The prologue to Alfred the Great’s Law Code, for example, begins with the Law of Moses but historicises it in a similar fashion to how the emperor’s speech in Ermoldus’s *In Praise of Louis* puts Christian distance between the Franks and Israel. For Alfred, Mosaic Law was the starting point of a tradition of legislative activity, which extended, with the coming of Christ, to the apostles providing rules for gentile converts and then to the receipt of Christianity by many peoples (the English among them) who established divinely inspired laws through the holding of synods. If historians continue to use the language of chosen peoples and New Israelis then they run the risk of misleading their readers about the decree to which claims to exclusive election or divine favour were made by the elite of early medieval ethnic groups. Some scholars have already begun the process of trying to nuance this problematic language, but it must be asked whether it serves any useful purpose at all?
We need to speak more clearly about the function references to election and Israel served in early medieval texts.

The evidence put forward here suggests that that function was to assert Christian identity as much as ethnic identity, to link a specific group of Christians to the universal Church, and to draw authority and legitimation for that group (or, more usually, its rulers) from participation in the Church. This is not to say that the language of divine election and Israel did not serve political or expansionist propaganda purposes – it clearly often did in the Carolingian world, as elsewhere, because ideas of Church and empire were closely related. Nor is it to say that ethnic identity did not matter to early medieval people; the importance of ethnicity in this period is a well-attested and extensively studied historical datum. Nonetheless, ethnic identity was not the only identity which mattered at the time and it did not necessarily sit at the head of a hierarchy of identities, always defining and shaping religious ones. Traditional uses of the chosen people and New Israel topos prioritise ethnicity and distinction whereas the evidence studied in this article suggests that the language of election and Israel was essentially ecclesiological and universalising. It had more in common with late antique ideas about Christian empire than modern notions of gentilismus.

Previous scholarship has already pointed towards much of this conclusion. Mayke de Jong, especially, has revealed the political importance of the multi-ethnic Church in Carolingian political thought in a series of important articles. Even she, however, rather downplays the significance of universalism to early medieval ideas, describing it as no more than a “memory” in the eighth and ninth centuries: “the lingering idea that the ecclesia had once transcended” the boundaries between gentes. No Carolingian thinker believed that the universal Church, “which is spread throughout the entire globe”, was just a memory; none believed that the Pauline vision of the multitude of the gentiles merging into the Church had failed to happen. While modern historians emphasise fragmentation and localisation as the
distinguishing dynamics of the early Middle Ages (because we compare the early medieval west to the Roman Empire), early medieval Christians saw themselves as living in the era founded in the Acts of the Apostles: the passing of the Roman Empire was irrelevant in the face of the essential continuity of the multi-ethnic, universal Church which had emerged under it. The texts I have studied in this article show that such a view reached Carolingian ruling elites via the discourse of divine election and Israel.

Historiographical interest in the unity of the early medieval world has always existed, although the romantic vision of the Christian origins of “European civilisation” associated with Christopher Dawson’s *The Making of Europe* has given way to the more recent stress on the diversity of the early Middle Ages within a shared post-Roman culture. While the emphasis on unity in diversity is truer to the realities of the period than a confessional belief in a cultural Christendom, we nonetheless need to acknowledge the imaginative importance of universal Christianity at the time. Peter Brown’s concept of “micro-Christendoms” has been seized upon as integrating the spread of early medieval Christianity into the wider picture of diversity, but that is only half the story. “Micro-Christendom” is not just another way of saying “a local form of Christianity”: it recognises that diverse, regional Christian cultures were grounded in an ideological appeal to an imaginary universal Christianity. “Each region … believed that it mirrored, with satisfactory exactitude, the wider macrocosm of worldwide Christian belief and practice. … Seldom have so many appeals been made … to membership of a universal Christian community.” We have seen that such appeals mattered as much to the Carolingian ruling elite as they did to the seventh-century Insular churchmen Brown described.

The New Israel *topos* accords with our understanding of a fragmented and diverse post-Roman world – but there is very little evidence that early medieval writers ever used it in the way historians assumed they did. Acknowledging the ideological power of universal
Christian identity, as I have here urged, forces us to take a more nuanced look at the early Middle Ages, the age of “micro-Christendoms”. The paradox that the universal Church mattered in the political imagination of the ethnically defined polities of that age needs to be recognised; it holds the key to explaining how the Carolingians, who rose to power as champions of Frankish superiority, came to present themselves as rulers of the Christian empire. Working in a world where the reality of globalisation exists alongside the increasing power of exclusivist, nationalist politics, contemporary historians may be perfectly placed to understand how appeals to a universal and inclusive identity possessed real force in the politically fragmented early medieval west.

The work for this article was undertaken while I was a Junior Research Fellow at Churchill College, Cambridge; I remain hugely grateful to the Master and Fellows of the College for supporting my work. Audiences at Kalamazoo and Cambridge heard earlier iterations of parts of this article and too many of their suggestions to list influenced subsequent revisions. I must especially thank Rosamond McKitterick and Graeme Ward for commenting on previous drafts and Speculum’s anonymous reviewers for the comments, criticisms and promptings necessary to give this work its final form. All errors remain, of course, my own. I only became aware of Gerda Heydemann, “The People of God and the Law: Biblical Models in Carolingian Legislation,” Speculum ??? when work on this article was essentially complete; despite differences of approach and emphasis, our arguments are broadly complementary.
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